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Abstract-Now a day’s internet is most valuable source of
learning, getting idea, reviews for a product. Sentiment
analysis is a type of data mining that measures the user’s
opinions through natural language processing(NLP).
Sentiment analysis is also called as a opinion mining. It
uses a data mining processes and techniques to extract and
capture data for analysis the subjective opinion of a
document or collection of documents like reviews, social
media, e-commerce sites. In the field of sentiment analysis
there are many algorithms have to tackle NLP problems to
identify the positive and negative reviews of the user’s for
your products on online market. Data used in this, we are
study online product review collected from Amazon.com,
Redif.com, Flipkart.com.

have been submitted to the program by participating
vendors.
Online reviews are so important to businesses because they
ultimately increase the sales by giving the consumers the
information they need to make the decision to purchase the
product. One very important factor in elevating the
reputation, standard and evaluation of an Ecommerce store
is Product Review. Product review is most valuable
resource available Customer Feedback.
This is the reason why brands like Samsung, levis, etc.
have gained a huge market in a very short time apart from
the quality of the product they sell. Nowadays, apart from
product reviews, even product rating prove to be an
important aspect for the consumer while purchasing the
online product. Product review are essential for both
buyers and seller. Product reviewing gives the power to
either make or break the deal.
Product review websites are : Amazon Customer Review
 Angle’s List
 Trustpilot
 TestFreaks
 ConsumerReports
 TripAdvisor
 Yahoo! Local Listings
 FinancesOnline
 TrustRadius
 Facebook Rating and Reviews
 Twitter
 Flipkart
 Rediff
II- LITRATURE SURVEY

Keywords -Opinion mining, Sentiment analysis, Product
review, text mining, Sentiment Classification, Croller
1. INTRODUCTION

In electronic commerce, product review are used on
shopping sites to give customers an opportunity to rate and
comment on product they have purchased, right on the
product page. Other consumers can read these when
making a purchase decision. Amazon, Wal-mart are just
popular retailers their websites also serve as resources.
Thousands of people flock to these sites daily to research
product by way of customer reviews. Product reviews are
an essential part of an online store’s branding and
marketing. They help build trust and loyalty, and typically
describe what sets your product apart from others. Savvy
shoppers almost never purchase a product without
knowing how it’s going to work for them. The more
reviews you have, the more convinced a shopper will be
that they are making the right decision. In our project, we
have three sites such as amazon.com, flipkart.com,
rediff.com with help of these we find the customer review.
Amazon provides vine members with free products that
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Sr.no.

Paper Name

Authors

Year of
publication

Merits

Demerit

1

Soft Computing
Approaches to
Classification of Email
for Sentiment Analysis

Mrs. Pranjal S.
Bogawar and
K. K. Bhoyar

2016

Its helpful to clustering
and classifying emails
into different
categories.

Clustering algorithm
performing well due to
failure in identifying
negative emails.

2

Aspect Based Opinion
Mining from Product
Review

A G Dongre,
Sushmit
Dharurkar,
Swannad
Nagarkar,
Vivek Pandita

2016

It helpful for customer
to highlight important
parts of the review.

Investigating how public
mood influences the
stock market.

3

Product Opinion Mining
for competitive
Intelligence

Kamal
AMAROUCH
E, Houda
BENBRAHIM
I email
KASSOU

2015

It is having a faster way
of getting insight from
customer data.

Companies want to know
what customer/people
think about their
products.

4

A Survey on Opinion
Mining Problem and
levels of Analysis

Dhanashree
Kulkarni, Prof.
S.F.Rodd

2015

This website rates the
products based on the
weight age of the
keywords in database,
so the result is
appropriate.

Features should be
explicitly present in
review.

5

Opinion Mining and
Sentiment Classification

S.
ChandraKala
and C. Sindhu

2012

People can easily
decide whether the
product posted is good
or bad by using this
website.

Website will match the
comment with those
keywords which are in
database rest of words
are ignored by the
system.

6

Opinion Mining from
text document

Khan et
al.,[15]

2009

User can share his /her
view about the product.

Does not deal with
multiple word senses,
Does not work for
multiple word phrases.

II- LITRATURE SURVEY

overall sentiments expressed by opinion holders
(authors/user) Positive, negative, and (possibly) neutral.

2.1 Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis has been studied in wide area of
domain such as movie review, product review, hotel
review and many more. Classifies an evaluative text as
being positive or negative, no details are discovered about
what people liked or disliked. Usually at the document
level. Classify documents (e.g., reviews) based on the

Since in our module an object A itself is also a feature,
then sentiment classification essentially determines the
opinion expressed on A in each document (e.g., review).
Negative sentiments can be used for the evidence
generation during cyber crime investigations.
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The sentiment analysis can be performed at one of the
three levels: the document level, sentence, feature level.

The concept of text mining is to find valuable patterns and
relations from a set of textual data which is usually
gathered from a collection of unstructured documents.
Text mining has been applied into various uses and one of
them is text classification. There are 2 approaches for text
classification: supervised approach and unsupervised
approach. Supervised approach requires training data to
accurately classify text. Unsupervised approach does not
use training data and one of method in this approach is
compiling set of keywords into text corpus to classify text
by matching keywords that appeared on text.

2.1.1. Document Level Sentiment Classification:
In document level sentiment analysis main challenge is to
extract informative text for inferring sentiment of the
whole document.
2.2.2. Sentence Level Sentiment Classification:
The sentiment classification is a fine-grained level than
document level sentiment classification in which polarity
of the sentence can be given by three categories as
positive, negative and neutral.

This approach will allow the ability to add more keywords
into text corpus to enhance the accuracy of classification.
This research will use keywords matching to classify game
review to each category in usability qualities and
problems. Accuracy and Error will be used to evaluate and
validate text classifier.

2.3.3. Feature Level Sentiment Classification:
Product features are defined as product attributes or
components. Analysis of such features for identifying
sentiment of the document is called as feature based
sentiment analysis. In this approach positive or negative
opinion is identified from the already extracted features. It
is a fine grained analysis model among all other models.

C. Croller
Jsoup was written in2009 by Jonathan Hedley, a software
development manager for Amazon Seattle. He has
distributed it under the MIT License, a permissive free
software license similar to the Creative Commons
attribution license.

III- BACKGROUND
A. Product Reviews

Jsoup is a java html parser. It is a java library that is used
to parse HTML. Jsoup is open source java library for
working with real world HTML. It provides a very
convenient API for extracting and manipulating data, using
the best of DOM, CSS, and jquery like methods.

User reviews are reviews from product consumers, which
written with natural language, and contain various types of
structure for expressing their opinions toward Product.
They often use formal natural language, present wellorganized structure, and also included a review summary
such as number of stars or scores indicating satisfaction.
This research will focus on user reviews from Steam
platform, to ensure that the reviewers have actually
purchasing a product. Steam platform only allows
customers who have already purchased and used that
product to write reviews. This resulted reviews from Steam
is more consistent because a product can be developed for
more than one Ecommerce sites.

In HTML element, URLs are often written relative to the
document’s location:<a href=”/download”>…</a>. when
you use the Node.attr(String key) method to get a href
attribute, it will be returned as it is specified in the source
HTML.
With jsoup we are able to:
*.scrape and parse HTML from a URL, file, or string

User reviews in Steam consist of 1) Product name, 2)
Product reviewer information which are username, address
where the product will deliver, products reviewed, and
reviewed date, 3) Review text, 4) Review summary
(Recommended/Not Recommended), 5) Numbers of
Helpful and Not Helpful rating from other users, and 6)
Product review comments from other users.

*.find and extract data, using DOM traversal or CSS
selectors
*.manipulate the HTML elements, attributes, and
*.clean user-submitted content against a safe white-list, to
prevent XSS attacks
*.output tidy HTML

B. Text Mining

of stop words. Then effective features were extracted from
emails to identify the sentiments which were hidden in it.
The database of normalized feature vector was created by
normalizing the feature vectors.

IV- METHODOLOGY
In the paper we tried to classify the product into three
categories - positive, negative and neutral sentiment
analysis. Figure 1 shows the feature extraction process.
Raw emails were collected and preprocessed by removal
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Websites

Data
collecting

can be classified into four categories: machine learning,
ontology, lexicon-based and dependency-relation-based
approaches.

Preprocessing

We wanted to classify the data into positive, negative and
neutral categories. For the classification of data, we used
content based analysis approach.

Feature
extraction

4.4SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION

Opinion
impact

Data set

Sentiment
classification

Sentiment classification is a method to distinguish
opinions and tones of the sentence. Sentiment of opinions
often classifies as positive or negative opinion. There are
several resources for sentiment classification such as
SentiWordNet and work of Hu and Liu [11], which
constructed a set of positive and negative keywords to
classify sentiment of sentences in user reviews. This set of
keywords will be used in keyword matching technique to
classify sentiment of each game usability qualities
sentences.

Figure: Feature Extraction Process

4.1 DATA COLLECTING
The ﬁrst step in any data mining application is acquiring
data to work with. In the case of personalisation this is
information about the user that a system can use to build a
proﬁle of that user. The ﬁrst is explicit knowledge
acquisition, where the user is required to manually enter
information about themselves. The second is implicit, or
passive data acquisition, where data is collected as a user
performs some routine activity.

4.5 DATA SET
4.5.1Amazon
Amazon is an American electronic commerce and cloud
computing company based in seattle, Washington that was
founded by Jeff Bero’s on July 5,1994.

Mobile devices allow for the non-invasive collection of
contextual data that was previously unavailable to
personalised systems. With a GPS-capable device a user’s
location can be determined, and with wireless internet
access this information can be transmitted to web-based
services to further personalise a user’s experience to their
current context. This is knowledge that is extremely
valuable in providing a personalised experience to users,
and constant connectivity allows for some exceptionally
powerful systems to be built around the concept of
contextual awareness.

The amazon.com website stared as an online bookstore and
later diversified to sell video downloads/streaming, MP3
downloads/streaming, software, video games, electronics
apparel, furniture, food, toys, and jewllry. It is the world’s
largest provider of cloud infrastructure services.

4.2 PREPROCESSING

4.5.2 Flipkart

The text documents that contain an opinion must be
preprocessed and stored in an appropriate data structures
for further processing. Usually, these opinions contain
several syntactic features that may not be useful for the
next steps. These opinions need to be normalized then
cleaned. Some advanced processing might be performed
on text opinions, to name a few, normalization, grouping
of synonyms and spelling errors checking.

Flipkart is an Indian Electronic Commerce company
headquartered in Bengaluru, India.It was founded in
October 2007 by Sachine Bansal and Binny
Bansal.Flipkart has launched its own product range under
the name “DigiFlip” with product including tablets, USB
flash drives, and laptop bags.Flipkart started by selling
books online and popularized the idea of buying books
online in India.

Online sellers are always looking for ways to get great
reviews on Amazon achiving positive reviews, and lots of
them, is a sure fire way to get more people to try you and
your product out. Getting a positive review from one of
Amazon’s prized reviewers can do wonders for your sales.

4.3 FEATURE EXRACTION

Flipkart does not influence ratings and reviews on the
plarform.. Every details from the product images and
specifications, to description and details is updated on the

Feature Extraction depends on the application domain, for
example products opinion mining characteristics (e.g.
telephone features) are: battery life, picture, and camera.
This is an important step in product opinion mining, that
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site. If you, as a customer, write a review about a

smartphone that you recently purchased on Flipkart

it will have a large influence on the decision of other
shoppers who are looking to buy the same brand or model

[2]

of smart phones.

[3] Vel, O. De, Corney, M., Anderson, A. and Mohay, G. 2002.
Language and Gender Author Cohort Analysis of E-mail
for Computer Forensics. Digital Forensics Research
Workshop (2002)1-16. DOI=10.1.1.19.8168

4.5.3 Rediff
Rediff.com is an Indian news, information, entertainment
and shopping web portal, founded in 1996[3] as “Rediff
On the NeT”.[4] It is headquartered in Mumbai, with
offices in Bangalore, New Delhi and New York City.[5]

[4] Vel, O. De, Corney, M., Anderson, A. and Mohay, G. 2001.
Mining E-mail content for author identification Forensic.
ACM Sigmod record.3,4 (New York, NY, USA , 2001)
5564. DOI=10.1.1.20.697

According to Alexa,[6] Rediff.com is the No.24 Indian
web portal.[7] It has more than 300 employees.[8] Most of
the visitors to Rediff.com are from India, while the rest
come primarily from the US and China.[9] In April 2001,
Rediff.com acquired and began offering India Abroad.[10]
As of February 2011, it ranked 295 on Alexa.[11]
Rediff.com was the first [citation needed] website domain
name registered in India in 1996.;[12] however according
to the records of Network Solutions, the registrar of
Rediff.com, the domain was registered in 1997.

[5] Al Fe’ar, N., Al Turki, E., Al Zaid, A., Al Duwais, M., Al
Sheddi, M., Al khamees, N., & Al Drees, N. 2008.
EClassifier: A Bi-Lingual Email Classification System.
Information Technology ITSim 2008 IEEE (2008) 2:1-4.
DOI= 10.1109/ITSIM.2008.4631707
[6] Alexander Pak and Patrick Paroubek, “Twitter as a corpus
for Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining”, Proceedings
of the Seventh conference on International Language
Resources and Evaluation, pp. 1320-1326, 2010.[7] Yun
Niu, Xiaodan Zhu, Jianhua Li and Graeme Hirst,
“Analysis of polarity information in medical text”,
Proceedings of the American Medical Informatics
Association, Annual Symposium, pp. 570-574, 2005.

In 2001, Rediff.com was alleged to be in violation of the
Securities Act for filling materially false prospectus in
relation to an IPO of its American depositary shares.[13]
In April 2016, the Company decided[14] to delist from
NASDAQ, citing the high cost of reporting requirements,
given its financial condition.

[8] Michael Gamon, “Sentiment classification on customer
feedback data: noisy data, large feature vectors, and the
role of linguistic analysis”, Proceedings of the 20th
International Conference on Computational Linguistics pp.
841-847, 2004.

V- CONCLUSION
In this paper an attempt was made to classify the product
into positive, negative and neutral categories which
indicate the sentiment of an product. Negative sentiment
product can be used for the evidence generation for cyber
crime cases. The experiment can also be used to filter the
negative sentiment products. We used the content analysis
method for the classification of product, which was done
by feature extraction followed by a classification step.
Many of the applications of Opinion Mining are based on
bag-of-words, which do not capture context which is
essential for Sentiment Analysis. The recent developments
in Sentiment Analysis and its related subtasks are also
presented.Feature Extraction and Sentiment Classification
using various machine learning techniques.

[9] Tahura Shaikh Department of Computer Science, JNEC
College of Engineering, Aurangabad - 431001, India
[10] Deepa Deshpande, PhD Assistant Professor, Department of
Computer Science, JNEC College of Engineering,
Aurangabad - 431001, India
[11] J. Ashok Kumar1, S. Abirami, 2015,"An Experimental Study
Of Feature Extraction Techniques In Opinion Mining",
International Journal on Soft Computing, Artificial
Intelligence and Applications (IJSCAI), Vol.4, No.1.
[12] Lisette García-Moya, Henry Anaya-Sánchez, and Rafael
Berlanga-Llavori, 2013,“Retrieving Product Features and
Opinions from Customer Reviews”, Intelligent Systems,
IEEE ,Volume:28 , Issue: 3
[13] Su Su Htay and Khin Thidar Lynn, 2013,"Extracting Product
Features and Opinion Words Using Pattern Knowledge in
Customer Reviews", Hindawi Publishing Corporation, The
Scientific World Journal, Volume 2013, Article ID 394758
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